2016 Heart - Templates

This document contains all the templates needed to build the 2016 Heart as pictured above. Printed on A4 paper (no scaling) the final size is 22 x 16 x 12 cm (9 x 6 x 5 in).
x-Layer: reinforces the tabs for strength and precision. Only the elements closing the
veins and arteries will be visible after completion.
Suggested paper weight: 200 gsm
y-Layer: the visible outside (skin) of the heart.
Suggested paper weight: 150 gsm
Detailed instructions with images for this heart can be found at:
torso.amorphous-constructions.com/instructions/2016Heart/

Printing the templates at 100% will produce an oversized heart which is easier to assemble;
for a 'life-size' heart scale the templates to about 50%.

For feedback (especially pictures of completed hearts) you can email me at:
horst.kiechle@gmail.com
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